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Abstract. A symmetric Turing machine is one such that the “yields” relation between configu- 
rations is symmetric. The space complexity classes for such machines are found to be intermediate 
betweea the corresponding deterministic and nondeterministic space complexity classes. Certain 
natural problems are shown to be complete for symmetric space complexity classes, and the 
relationship of symmetry to determinism and nondeterminism is investigated. 
1. Introduction 
Computations can be performed by systems which are inherently symmetric or 
reversible in their operation. This idea goes back at least to Post’s proof of the 
unsolvability of the word problelm for Thue systems [ 18,171, which is the basis for 
the unsolvability of word problems for more structured algebraic systems such as 
groups. In Post’s proof, a general (asymmetric) computational system is first reduced 
to a semi-Thue system; it is then shown that the operation of “symmetrically 
closing” this semi-Thue system to form a Thue system does not change its computa- 
tional characteristics. The crux of the argument is that the original computational 
system was deterministic. Of course, the determinism-nondeterminism distinction 
had not been elaborated at tlhe time, and in the classical theory of computability 
deterministic and nondeterministic computation are equally powerful. From the 
standpoint of complexity theory, however, the relationship between deterministic 
and nondeterministic computation is a deep and perplexing problem. Accordingly, 
we here reconsider, as a question of computational complexity, the computational 
power of symmetric formal systems. Specifically, we introduce a notion of symmetric 
computation which is shown to be intermediate, with respect to si?ace bounds, 
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between its deterministic and nondeterministic ounterparts. The crucial step in 
Post’s proof reappears at the heart of our proof that symmetry is no weaker than 
determinism. (The same combinatorial pattern is critical in [12].) 
A second motivation for this work is the complexity analysis of certain graph 
problems. For many purposes undirected graphs can be regarded as special directed 
graphs---ones representing symmetric relations. BrlP problems that are hard for 
general directed graphs not uncommonly seem much easier in the undirected case. 
Examples are the homeomorphism problem for certain fixed graphs [4,5,16,22] 
and the problem of finding an even-length path [IS], which are NP-complete in 
the directed case but polynomial-time solvable in the undirected case. An instance 
of a slightly different type is the grtlph acces.&iliry problem (GAP). Jones [13] 
proved that finding a path from a given node to another in a directed graph is 
complete for nondeterministic logarithmic space, a result implicit in [21], where 
GAP is called the “threadable maze” problem. In [ 141 it was pointed out that the 
corresponding problem for undirected graphs (called UGAP) cannot so easily be 
shown hard for the same class. Motivated by UGXP, the authors of [l] questioned 
“the role of symmetry in the complexity of computation”. While the exact deter- 
ministic and nondeterministic space comple.uity of UGAP remain unknown at 
present, we show that, with respect o the notion of symmetric omputation here 
introduced, UGAP is a complete problem for logarithmic space. We also identify 
a Thue system problem complete for symmetric linear space. 
Unlike determinism and nondeterminism, symmetry is not a natural programming 
concept; its main motivation comes from the symmetry inherent in classical formal 
systems and UGAP. Precisely for this reason, simulation and upper bound results 
that are routine for deterministic and nondeterministic computation do not easily 
generalize to symmetric omputation. Indeed, it is not even obvious that symmetry 
can be captured by a syntactic restriction of the Turing machine model, as can 
determinism, nondeterminism, and the requirement hat a tape be accessed only 
as a stack or pushdown store. We introduce a Turing machine model that differs 
from standard ones in a way that permits a purely syntactic definition of symmetry 
for Turing machines. A fundamental lemma (Lemma 1) is used to facilitate the 
programming, of symmetric Turing machines; still, the symmetric ounterparts of 
sever.al standard arguments are surprisingly difficult. 
The main contribution of this paper is some additional insight on the question 
of whether deterministic and nondeterministic space bounds are equivalent. We 
also investigate symmetry, determinism, and nondeterminism in the context of 
simultaneous pace-time bounds (when time alone is considered, symmetry and 
nondeterminism are trivially equivalent) and restricted memory access. 
Our computational model is specified in Section 2. Section 3 establishes the 
fundamental lemma on programming symmetric Turing machines. Section 4 shows 
that the symmetric space complexity classes have the invariance properties desired 
of any complexity measure--f or example, closure under log-space reducibility. 
Section 5 deals with complete probiems for symmetric space, such as fiUGAP. In 
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Section 6 we further explore the power of symmetry by examining simultaneous 
space-time bounds, probabilistic computation, and stack automata. A few conclud- 
ing observations are made in Section 7. 
2. Definitions 
In this section we specify our computational model and the associated complexity 
measure. In particular, we show thrt the notion of a symmetric machine-one with 
a symmetric “yields” relation between configurations-can be captured by a simple 
syntactic condition. As this may not be obvious at first, our definitions are rather 
explicit. 
Like conventional multitape Turing machines, our machines have several one-way 
infinite tapes with one head on each tape. Thus a Turing machine M is a 7-tuple 
(K, C, Co, k, d, s, F), where 
K is a finite set (of states), 
C is a finite alphabet (the tape alphabet), 
Co E C is the input alphabet, 
k > 0 is the number of tapes, 
s E K is the initial state, 
F c K is the set of final states and 
A is a finite set of transitions. 
What is unusual in our machines is the nature of the transitions: they enable a 
machine to “peek” one square to the right or left while moving to the right or !eft, 
respectively. Specifically, a transition is of the form (p, tI, , . . , tk, q), where p and 
4 are states, k is the number of tapes, and tl, . . . , tk are tape triples. A tape triple 
is either of the form (ab, D, cd), where a, 6, c, d E C and D is + 1 or - 1; or is of 
the form (a, 0, b), where a, b E 2. 
To simplify our informal explanation, let us first consider the one-tape case. 
Then a transition of the form (p, (a, 0, b), q) signifies that when M is in state p and 
scanning a symbol a, it may rewrite a as b and move into state 4, without moving 
the tape head, A transition of the form (p, ilab, +l, cd!, q) signifies that when M 
is in state p, scanning symbol a, and with the square just to the right of the scanned 
square containing symbol b, M may rewrite these two squares to contain symbols 
c and d, respectively, move its tape head one square to the right, and enter state 
4. Similarly, a transition (p, (ab, -1, cd), 4) signifies a potential left movement Of 
the tape head, except that now the scanned symbol must be b and the one to its 
left a ; these are rewritten as d and c, respectively. 
For multitape Turing machines, the specified preconditions of each tape triple 
must be met on the corresponding tape in order for the transition to be applicable 
and the corresponding actions to be taken. 
Let us set aside a blank symbol #, assumed henceforth to belong to the tare 
alphabet of every Turing machine and to the input alphabet of none. A configuriztion 
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of Ad = (K, 2, Co, k, A, s, F) is then a (2k + I)-tuple (4, WI, hl, . . . , wk, hk)r where 
q~K,h&~forj=l,... ,,k,andforj=l,..., k wi is a function from N to C of 
finite support- that is, w+(i) = # for all but finitely many i E N. The function Wi 
specifies the contents of tape j, while hi specifies the position of the head on that tape. 
Let Q!(M) denote the set of all configurations of AK It is now routine to define 
formally what it means for a configuration to yield another, based on the informal 
semantics of transitions explained in the previous paragraphs. We write Cl I-_M CZ 
in case C,, Cz E V(M) and Ct yields C’z. A computation by M is a sequence 
C&-MCI l-M l l l t-M Cn, where n 2 0 and Co, . . . , C,, E S(M). The reflexive, transi- 
tive closure of FM is denoted by t-5; the transitive closure by t-L. 
For each w EJ$ the initial configuration with input’ w is I&w) = 
(s, 6, 0, t?, 0, . . . , t!, 0); here by tzI we mean the function from N to C such that 6(i) 
is the ith symbol of w for l<islwl, and s(i)=+ for i=O and for i>lwl (e is 
the empty string). A final configuration is one whose state component is in F. We 
write 9(M) and 9(M) for the set of initial and final configurations of 1M, respectively. 
We say that M accepts w E Z,* if IM (w) I-L C for some C E P(M), and write L.(G), 
the language accepted by M, for (w E 2: : M accepts w}. 
A Turing machine as defined above, without further restrictions, is termed 
nondeterministic. A Turing machine M is deterministic f I-M is single-valued, that 
is, a partial function; this condition can be specified syntactically. 
It is easy to argue that our Turing machine model is equivalent to any of the 
standard ones. Certainly the ability to “peek” is not restrictive. In our model, a 
“non-peeking” machine would have thle property that whenever (nb, +l, cd) is a 
tape triple of some transition, then 6 = d, and A contains a similar transition, with 
b replaced by 6’, for each b’E C. Bur Turing machines can be simulated directly 
by the “big-headed” Turimg machines of [8, p. 1081, which scan three symbols at 
once, and hence by standard Turing machines, 
(3ur version of the Turing machine is oriented towards the study of symmetry 
in c0i2lputatioa. E,ach transition S has an inverse 8-l defined thus: If S = 
(P9 tn, l l l 9 fk, q), then 6-l = (4, ti’, . . . , tk’,p), where for i = 1,. . . , k, if ti = 
(cY~, Dip pi), then ti” = (pi, -Di, CY~). Thus (S-I)-’ = S for each 6. The inverse of a 
Turing machine M = (K, 2, Co, k, A, s, F) is M-’ = (K, 2, Co, k, A-‘, s, F), where 
A-’ = {a-‘: S E A}. .A Turing machine is symmetric if it is its own inverse, that is, 
if S-‘~3 whenever SEA. ‘Fhe symmetric* losure of a Turing machine Af = 
K 2, 20, k, A, s, F) is i!& = (K, 2, 20, k, A u A’-‘, s, F); clearly, the symmetric 
closure of a Turing machine is symmetric, a symmetric Turing machine is its own 
symmetric closure, and so on. If C and D arc configurations of M and C l-&, 
wc also write D -IM C; C HM D means that C.’ F-1L;7 D or C + D, that is, 1,” l-a D. 
Since we shall be interested in space-bounded Turing machines, possibly with 
sublinear space bounds,, we henceforth re:‘itrict ourselves to off-line Turing 
machines. In an off-line Turing machine the first tape is designated the input tape 
and the rest are called wurktapes, and the set of transitions is so arranged that the 
machine never attempts to change the contents of the input tape or to move the 
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head on that tape beyond thle blanks that mark the ends of the input. (Again, this 
condition can be defined syntactically.) 
Let C = (q, wl, hi, . . . , wk, hk) be a configuration of some Turing machine. Then 
the length of C, denoted by ICI, is max({ha + 1, . a . ) hk + 1) u{i: tq(i) # # for some 
j=2,..., k}). This is well defined, since each wi has finite support. Note that the 
length of the input is not counted against ICI. 
We say that M operates in space s from configuration C if, whenver C l-50, 
then IDI 6 s. If S: f~+ /+J, then M operates in space S if M operates in space S(l WI) 
from I’(w) for each w E C g. M accepts a language L c .Z,* in space S if L == L(M) 
and M operates in space S. We write 
NSPACE(S) = {L: for some M, M accepts:; L in space S}, 
BSPACE(S) = {L: for some deterministic M9 M accepts L in space S}, 
?&PACE(S) = (L: for some symmetric M9 M accepts L in space S). 
We shall also need to use Turing machines as transducers. Here we are following 
standard ideas: we are not investigating symmetric transducers. A Turing transducer 
M = (K, 2, Co, k, A, s, F) is a deterministic Turing machine which computes a func- 
tion f: S,* + C *. In addition to the input tape and the worktapes, Y has an output 
tape on which the head can be moved only to the right, not the left. When started 
in configuration I,& w), M eventually reaches a final configuration with the output 
tape containing f (w) (and under no other circumstances). In the case of a transducer, 
neither the length 01 the input nor the length of the output is reckoned against a 
space bound. 
3. The main lemma 
In this section we develop the main tool used to show that various computational 
tasks can be accomplished by symmetric Turing machines operating in given space 
bounds. This lemma is applied in later sections in two ways; in Section 4 to yield 
symmetric Turing machines that simulate other Turing machines, for example 
deterministic Turing machines or symmetric Turing machines with more work tapes; 
and in Section 5, to facilitate the programming of symmetric Turing machines to 
accept particular languages, such as those representing undirected graphs in which 
designated nodes are connected. The idea in each case is to construct a Turing 
machine M which is clearly not symmetric but which is readily seen to solve the 
problem at hand within the required space bound. Provided that M satisfies the 
three hypotheses of the lemma, a symmetric Turing machine accepting the same 
language as M in the same space bound is then obtained in two steps. First, M is 
converted into a “normal form” Turing machine M* with certain natural proper- 
ties-M* cannot leave its final states, or reenter its initial state, or write a blank 
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on its work tapes. Second, iV* is symmetrically closed to obtain the desired 
symmetric machine M#. 
The hypotheses on M that guarantee that 3 accepts the same language as 
A4 in the same amount of space refer to a certain set J&? of “special” configurations. 
Any computation by 1M starting from an initial configuration can be segmented 
into subcomputations between such special configurations (and, perhaps, subcompu- 
tations up to the first special configuration and after the last special configuration). 
All the nondeterminism of 1M must be focussed at these special configurations; the 
computational steps in the middle of a segment are fully determined by its first 
step, Moreover, backwards computational steps (that is, computations by M-‘) 
starting from the middle of a segment, though not necessarily deterministic, do 
enjoy a sort of restricted uniqueness: the only special configuration that can be 
reached in this way is the one that began the segment. For these reasons we say 
that segments are Zucally deterministic in the forwards direction and have limited 
nondeterminism in the backwards direction. These hypotheses, formalized as (b) 
and (c) in the statement of the lemma, guarantee that alternation of backwards 
and forwards computation, when restricted so as not to pass through any special 
configuration, will not lead dangerously far astray. A third hypothesis ((a) in the 
staternent of the lemma) guarantees that a completely backwards computation from 
on.e special configuration to another will not lead to a configuration that could not 
also have been reached by a computation corn&t& in the forwards direction. (The 
intermediate configurations need not be the same in both cases.) This property 
generally arises from the fact that A4 is designed either to simulate a Turing machine 
which is itself symmetric, or to solve a problem which has an inherently symmetric 
character (such as undirected graph accessibility). Figure 1 illustrates the configu- 
ration space of a typical machine to which hypotheses (a)-(c) apply; special configu- 
rations are dots, and the paths may contain many non-special configurations. 
The three hypotheses (a)-(c) actually guarantee that L(A4) = L(G) (as a reading 
of the proof will illustrate). The passage from 1M to M* before applying the 
symmetric closure operation guarantees that, in addition, the space bound of A4 
will be respected . The reason for this is intuitively simple: since 1M* never decreases 
the amount of space used on any worktape, M# cannot in any backwards computa- 
tional step increase the amount of space used on a worktape. 
We are now prepared for the details. With every Turing machine M, we associate 
in a unique way a Turing machine 1M* with the following properties: 
(I) A4 and M’” accept the same language in the same space bound, and have 
the same number of tapes; 
(21 iM# has no transitions into its initial state or out of any final state; 
(3) for any configurations Cl, C+ %(M*). If C1 FM” CZ then IC1l s IC& 
M* is constructed from 1M by adding a new initial state and transitions from it 
to the old initial state; eliminating any transitions out of final states; and introducing 
a new “pseudoblank” symbol which A4* writes instead SDf writing (or rewriting) a 
blank on a worktape, and which AK” treats as indistinguishable from a blank when 
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seen on a worktape. For many purposes, we could have assumed from the beginning 
that all Turing machines have properties (2) and (3); in [lo], for example, property 
(3) is required. For a study of symmetric computation, however, properties (2) and 
(3) must not be assumed in general, since except in trivial cases no symmetric 
Turing machine can have either property. Thus the transformation from A4 to M* 
will in general destroy the symmetry of M, if M happened to be symlmetric. 
Next, let M be any Turing machine and let & E ‘4?(M). (~4 is the set of “special” 
configurations.) If n 2 0, Co, . . . , r=3(, E (e(M), Co t-M C1 t--M l l . kM Cm, and, if n > 0, 
then Cl, P & S$ then we write Co t-g Cn (or equivalently Cn --is& Co). Also, . . . . tin 
we write A1 l-zA2 (or equivalently A2 -tz AI) if A 1, A2 E G? and there is a 
.B E w(M) such that Al i-?S t-MA2. Finally, A1 I--&“A2 if and only if A 1 t_&“A,. 
With these preliminaries we can state the main lemma. 
Lemma 1. Let M = (K, 2, CO, k, A, s, F) be any Turing machine, and let & c %(-M). 
Suppose that 
(a) foranyAl,AzE&, ifAlt--L&Az t.henA+htiAI; 
(b) for any AES~U~(M), any B&f, and any C&2, G, if 
A t-g Cl -IF CT2 -lM B t--M C’3, then C2 = C3; 
(c) for aszy Al~.du9(M), any ~4~~4 arnd any B, if Al t-L&B --%‘A2 then 
AI =A2. 
Then M# accepis the same language as M in the same space as M. 
Proof. For typographical convenience we denote M # by N. Trivially L(M) = 
L(N) E L(N). We first prove that L(dq) cz L(N) and then prove, by a largely parallel 
argument, that if N operates in space S: IV + k-4 then so does 13. 
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First we need some technical preliminaries. If C E q(M), C’ E V(N), and C is 
obtained from C’ by replacing all pseudoblanks by blanks, then C’ is said to be a 
child of C and C the parent of C’. Children of the same parent are called relatives. 
By the construction of N, if C: is a child of Cl and C’, t-N Ci, then Ci is a child 
of some configuration C2 such that Cl t-M C2; moreover, Ci is the o&y child C 
of Cz such that C’, l--,C. Also, if C’, is a child of Cl and C’, -IN Ci, then C$ is 
either an initial configuration or is a child of some configuration C2 such that 
C, -+, Ct (though in this case there may be another child C of C2 such that 
C\ +, C). From these facts, plus hypotheses (b) and (c) on M, follow facts (b’) and 
(c’i about N: Let J# be the set of all children of members of d. Then 
(b’) for any A E sZ’u4(N), any &? ,&, and any Cl, C2, C3, if 
A I_.# C, _I%” C2 -IN B l-N C3, then C2 = C3; 
(c’) for any Al E Mu4(N), any Apal’, and any B, if Al l-c&‘B -l$“AZ then 
A t and AZ are relatives (and hence A 1& la(N), since 9(N) n d’ = Q)). 
Next, a configuration (4, WI, h 1, . . . , wk, hk) of N will be termed proper if for 
each i = 2,. . . , k and each j, O~j~rnax({hi-l}u{j: wi(j)##}), wi(j)##-. Thus 
every initial configuration of N is proper, and if C’, t-N C$ and C: is proper then 
so is C;. In particular, if Cl l- -,&2 then for any proper child C: of C1 there is a 
unique proper child Ci of C2 such that C’, t-N C& 
With this background, we can show that L(N) cL(N). Suppose that w E L(N); 
then IR(w) t-z C for some C E 9(N), or in other words, IN(w) Hz C for some 
&g(N). Let IN(w)=C~HNCIH~- l HN Cn = C be a shortest computation 
establishing that IN(w) I-1$ C. Let a be the smallest number such that Ca E 
Mu 9(N). There can be no 6, 1~ b s a - 1, such that Cb-1-4N Cb t-N Cb+l, since 
otherwise, choosing b as small as possible, Chwl = Ch+l by (b’) Nor can it be the 
case that C0 --& Ca, since there would then be a transition into the initial state of 
N. Nor can there be a b, 16 b s a - l- such that Co l-N C1 t--N 0 l l l-N Cb iN Cb+l 
-IN l l 9 iN Ca, since then C, ti &’ by (c’) and there would be a transition out of 
a final state if CQ E 9(N). So Co t-5 C,. If Ca E 9(N) we are done; so assume 
that Ca E &‘. 
Let c be the largest number such that Cc E &‘. Once again, by (b’) there can be 
nod,c+lcd<n- 1, such that Cd-1 -iN Cd t-N C1+l. Nor can there be a d, c s d s 
n - 1, such that Cc I- % Cd ii1 Cn, since then there would be a transition out of a 
final state. So Cc i-$ C”. 
Thus there exist AO, . , . ,Apcsl’, ~20, such that IN(w)i-$AoH~~‘A1 HLd’ 
. . . Hlt”P’ A,, t-5 Cn E 9(N). We complete the proof by showing that for each i there 
is a proper relative Ai of Ai such that IN(w) i--gAI. This will suffice; for since 
A, r-5 Cn and A, E CrB’, A, and Cn have parents A: and C:: such that AL I-& CE, and 
then CE has a proper child Ck E 9(N) such that A; t-5 CL. 
Clearly A0 is itself proper since 1~( w) is proper and IN(w) I-$ AO. Now suppose 
that isO and there is a proper relative Af of Ai such that IN(w) t-iA;. Let 
Ai=BoHNBlHN * l l HNB,= Ai+l be the given subcomputation establishing that 
Ai H;T;‘d Ai+*. Thus m 2 1 and B1, . . . 9 B’,,-l I;i ~4’. By (b’) there can be no e, 1~ e < 
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m -1, such that 13,-i IN& l-h4?,+i. If there is an e, 1 ~e<m - 1, such that 
_J?() l-J& t-N ’ l . t-N& -iN l * l -4~ &, then by (c’> Bo and B,, are relatives, and so 
Ai isI the required proper relative of Ai+l. SO we come down to the cases in which 
Bo ~-NJ% +N * l l l-N&, or BO -IN& -IN l l l -iN B,. In the former case Bo, . . . , Btl, 
have parents B& . . . , Bk, such that Bb I-MB; I-M l l l I-MB:,, and then Bb, . . . , B:,, 
have proper children B& . l . , Bll, such that Ai = BG l-N By C_N l l l 1-N B& and we 
may let Ai+, = St;. In the latter case, Bo, . . . , B,, have parents B& . . . , B;,, such 
that Bb +Bi iM. l 9 -in B&. By (a), then, Bb l-2 Bi,,, and since A: is a proper 
child of B& there is a proper child A i+ 1 of B :, such that A : I- 5 A I+ 1. This completes 
the proof that L(N) c L(N). 
Now suppose that there is some s > 0 and some w E .Z,* such that N operates in 
space s from IN(w) but N does not; we derive a contradiction, Let IN(w) = 
COHNCIHN*** HN C,, be a shortest computation such that ]COl, . . . , IC,, _1 1 d s 
but IC, I > s. Let a be the smallest number such that Ca E SQ’ if some such Ca exists, 
and otherwise let a = n. Then there can be no b, 1 G b s a - 1, such that 
Cbsl -iN Cb t-N Cb+l, since again, choosing b as small as possible, we would find 
that Cb-i = Cb+i by (b’). Arguing as before, we conclude that either 
Cot-NC1 i-N ’ l ’ FN Ca or there is a unique b, 1 s b d a - 1, such that 
C’~FNC’~~N***~NC’~~N*** -1~ Ca. But the latter case cannot arise: Car& ~4’ by 
(c’), and hence a = n, and then Co EN C1 k-hi l l . +N Cb would be a shorter computa- 
tion violating the space bound since I C, 1 s I Ca - 11 G l l l s 1 C,, I. So Co I- $ C‘,, and since 
N operates in space s from Co, we may assume that a # n and Ca E J$‘. 
Let c be the largest number such that Cc E &‘. As before, there can be no d, 
c+l<dsn- 1,suchthatCd-liNC~t-NCd+l.Norcantherebead,c~d~n-1, 
suchthatc, t-NCc+l t-_N l l l t_NCd +Cd+l +J l l l -+Ct,sincethenIC,++‘,,-+ 
l < ICdl. So Cc ks C,*. Therefore there exist Ao, . . . , A,, E d’, p 2 0, such that 
&w) k$AO H;&’ Al H&&’ l l l Hf;;P’ A, t-5 Cn. 
Note that if D1 is a relative of a configuration 02 sucir that IN(w) l-5 D2, IDJ d s, 
and Di +ND3, then also IDsI 4s. This is clear if D1 = {q, ~1, hl, . . . , wk, hk) and 
hiGs_2foreachi=2,..., k, since no head can move by more than one square 
at a time. And if hi =s - 1 for some i and IDsI =s + 1, then there would be a 
configuration D4 such that DzkND4 and IDd/ = s + 1, violating the assumption 
that Ikr operates in space s from &&v). By induction, then, if D1 is a relative 
of a configuration D2 such that &&v)@& ID11 s s, and .&kc& then also 
ID31 s s. 
Since we know by the previous argument that each Ai is a! relative of a configu- 
ration A: such that IN(w) t-$A:, we can conclude that C,l = A, and )A,) >s. 
Moreover p > 0, since IN(w) l-$Ao and so iA01 6 s. SO consider the computation 
C,HNCq+iHN .**H&, from C,=A,-1 to Cpl=A,. Then )C,J=J and IC,J= 
s + 1, Therefore Cn-i t-N Cn, since if C,,-I -iN Cl1 then ICI-1 I s IC, Ia As before, by 
(b’) there is no r, 4 + 1 s r s n - 1, such that Cr.-l + C, k-N C,+ I l Therefore 
cq +Ncq+l t-N l * l k_N C,, ; but this is impossible since then Cq is a relative of a 
configuration A,-1 such that IN(W) I-$A,,-+ &I s s, and Cq t--g Cl,* 
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4. Simulation theorems 
In this section we establish results relating symmetric computation to deterministic 
and nondeterministic computation, and ensuring that familiar facts about other 
automata-theoretic complexity notions hold also of symmetric space. 
Theorem 1. For any function S: N + IV, DSPACE(S) E SSPACE(S) c NSPACE(S). 
Proof, The second inclusion is trivial. To prove the first inclusion, let L E 
DSPACE(S) and let n/r be a deterministic Turing machine accepting L in space S. 
Then M satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 1, with & = P). In fact, hypotheses (a) 
and (c) are true vacuously, and (b) follows directly from the fact that M is 
deterministic. 
Theorem 2. Forany function S: IV-+ N and any E > 0, SSPACE(S) = SSPACE(& 9 S). 
Proof, The simulation method is the standard tape compression technique (see, 
for example, [IO, p. 2881). When applied to a symmetric Turing machine, this 
constru4on yields another symmetric Turing machine whose computations parallel 
those of the original machine step for step. The theorem follows directly (no recourse 
to Lemma 1 being necessary). 
Theorem 3. Let L be any language and S any function from N to N. If L is accepted 
in space S by a k-tape symmetric Turing machine, k > 2, then L is accepted in space 
S by a 2-tape symmetric Turing machine (that is, a machine with but one worktape). 
Proof. As in the case of Theorem 2, the proof is based on a familiar construction, 
though the analysis here must be somewhat more careful. Suppose that 1. is accepted 
in space S by some k-tape symmetric Turing machine A41 = (Kr, Cl, Co, k, A 1, sl, I;;, ). 
We describe a 2-tape Turing machine A& = (K2, Cz, Co, 2, A*, s2, F2) such that A4 
accepts L in space S + 2, and then argue that PQ satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 
1. An application of Theorem 2 then completes the proof. 
The worktape of lMz is divided into 2k -2 tracks, two for each worktape of Ml. 
Odd-numbered tracks contain the same information as the worktapes of Ml, while 
even-numbered tracks are used for marking the simulated head positions by the 
symbol h. Also, lb& uses a special symbol $ to mark the left and right ends of its 
worktape. Thus the tape alphabet Cz is (Cl x { #, h})k-’ u {$, #}, and A& begins its 
computation I’rom its initial state s2 by a short sequence of moves in which 
$(#, h, #, h, . I., T& h)$ is written on the first three worktape squares and the 
worktape head is repositioned over the first square. (The +2 in the space bound 
for 1M2 arises from the use of endmarkers.) 1M2 then simulates each move of Ml 
by one sweep of its head from the left endmarkea to the right endmarker and back. 
At the juncture between the end of one sweep and the beginning of the next, the 
state of Mz is the simulated state of A& At the b!eginning of a sweep, A42 performs 
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the only nondeterministic move of the sweep: it chooses the transition of A.& to 
be simulated. It then attempts to simulate that transition during the left-to-right 
part of the sweep, changing worktape symbols and moving head position markers, 
(Because our Turing machines can see two squares at once, this operation can be 
performed in one continuous scan, without local rever:ses of direction.) When the 
right endmarker is encountered, the direction of the sweep is reversed, but M2 still 
remembers in the finite control which transition is being simulated. Thus KZ contains, 
in addition to the states of M1 and states used to carry out the initialization, states 
of a third type T in which are recoreed a transition of M1, the phase of the sweep 
which is in progress (left-to-right or right-to-left), and certain addirional information 
which we need not specify in detail. (For example, if a head position marker is to 
be moved one square to the right, A42 needs to remember during the left-to-right 
phase whether the marker has already been moved or not, so as to avoid moving 
it repeatedly.) If the chosen transition of Ml turns out not to be applicable the 
computation simply dies. The operation to be carried out on the input tape can be 
implemented at the first step of the sweep; and the actual state transition of M1 
(that is, changing the state of A42 from a member of T to a member of K1) is 
implemented at the last step of the sweep. The exact details of 82 are quite 
straightforward, if rather tedious. The final states of A42 are the final states of Ml. 
Clearly then L(Mj) = L(M2) = L and A42 operates in space S. We claim, moreover, 
that A& can be designed so that Lemma 1 is applicable. We let .& be the set of all 
configurations (4, &, hl, $2, h2) of A42 such that 4 is a state of Ml, v, E 25& h 1 E N, 
hZ = 0, and w2 is a string in $[(& x {#, h))k-‘]“Y$ having one and only 0‘12 occurrence 
of h in each track. Hypothesis (a) then follows from the facts that M2 simulates 
M1 and that M1 is symmetric, Hypothesis (c) follows from the fact that A42 is 
“locally backwards deterministic”: any computation by A? that starts from a 
configuration in &, goes forwards without entering a state in K1, and then backs 
up until a state in K1 is reentered, can only retrace during the backwards colrnputation 
the same configurations it passed through during the forwards computation. (Here 
some minor details need to be attended to; for example, it is crucial that M2 not 
forget, at the end of a left-to-right sweep, the identity of the transition it is :;imulating, 
since the Mil would have nondeterministic bc:havior when the right endmarker 
is encountered.) Finally, (b) follows from the fact that A4 is deterministic at all 
states except those in K1. For if A E JZ& B, Cl k &, and A l-L& Cl --is& Es, then the 
state of B is not in K1 (otherwise B would be A, as just explained), so B has but 
one successor configuration. 
We next study the relation of symmetric spa.ce complexity classes to space- 
bounded reducibility. Let S(n) 2 log n for all n. L1 c 25: is said to be reducible to 
L2 c Z,* in space S if there is a function f: 25: + Z,* such that 
(a) for all w&Z& wELl iff f(w)ELz; 
(b) f is computable by a Turing transducer operating in space S; and 
(c) for some c >O, S(Jf(w)l)<cS(lwl) for all w EZo*. 
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Jones [ 13) proves that reducibility is transitive, and that if a language is so 
reducible to one in DSPACECS) or NSPACE(S), then it is itself in DSPACE(S) 
or NSPACE(S), respectively. “Vv’e how extend this result to SSPACE(S). 
Theorem 4. Fur any s’ 2 log aivtd L1, Lz E C & if L1 is reducible to L2 in space S and 
L2 E SSPACE(S), then L1 E SSPACE(S). 
Proof. tit M2 = (&, C2, CO, k2, AZ, s2, F2) be a symmetric Turing machine accept- 
ing Lz in space S, and let T = (K, C, Co9 k, A, s, F) be a transducer which reduces 
I.,, to L2 in space S. We shall construct by a refinement of Jones’ construction a 
Turing machine Mi = (& C1, Co, kl, Al, ~1, F,). It will follow from Jones’ argument 
that L, = L(M,) and Mr operates in space S. Furthermore, our construction is 
&signed so that Lemma 1 is applicable, and hence Ml also accepts LI in space S. 
Ml has ki = k + k2 + 1 tapes: the k tapes of T, the k2 - 1 worktapes of M2, and 
two additional tapes. 1w; does not proceed, on input w, by first simulating T on 
input w, recording the loutput f(w) on a tape which it then uses as a simulated 
input tape for M2; this method might use too much space to record f(w). Instead, 
MI has two tapes which are used to record (in binary) the position of the input 
head of M2 (in its simulated computation on input f(w)) and the position of the 
output head of T. Every time one step of 1112 is to be simulated, Ml carries out 
from the beginning the computation of T on input w, discarding the results, until 
the required symbol or pair of symbols of f(w) has been obtained. 
Figure 2 illustrates by a flowchart the operation of A& Ignore for the moment 
the box labelled “allocate more space for T' ” ancl the arrows leading into and out 
of it. Each iteration of the main loop, from point a! back to cy, simulates one step 
of the computation of 1M2 on input f(w). At point cy, M1 remembers in its finite 
control one thing only: the currently simulated state of M2. On its first step from 
(Y, Mr performs its one and only nondeterministic step per iteration of the main 
loop: it chooses a transition S E A2 to be simulated. Ignore for the time being the 
checks made just after this choice; their function will be described later. M1 then 
se!ts about applying 8, based on the current state of M2 and the contents of the 
scanncd squares of the worktapes and input tape of the simulated machine & 
Since M1 has no tape on which the input f(w) to Mz has been recorded, it must 
reinitiate the computation of T on input w. The input head position of M2-call 
it h-has been recorded in binary on one of the tapes of Ml, so Ml finds the symbol 
at position h in f(w) by invoking h times a version T’ of T. T’, when so invoked, 
executes a computation of T up to the point at which the next symbol of f(w) 
would be output. Rather than writing this symbol on an output tape, however, T’ 
retains it in thz finite control for use by M1. M1 counts in binary on another tape, 
adding one to this counter-call it i-each time T’ is invoked, until i = h. (If 6 
entails a movement o the left on the input tape, the previous symbol supplied by 
T’ must also be remembered, and if S entails a movement o the right on the input 
tape, then T’ must be invoked one more time to obtain the symbol just to the right 
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of that on the scanned square. These details are not illustrated in Fig. 2.) MI then 
changes the worktapes of A& as dictated by S and jlncrements or decrements h if 
required to simulate movement of the input head of A&. Fir.ally, MI erases the 
worktapes used by T’ and positions their heads a.t their left ends, similarly repositions 
the input head of MI to the left end of w, resets i to 0, and returns to point fry. 
The arguments that L(MI) = i 1 and that MI operates in space S are then identical 
to those given in [13]. What is harder to see -and depends on details not yet 
discussed-is that Lemma 1 applies to A&. 
To begin, we must give a more precise account of operations on the worktapes 
of T’. So that the erasure operation can be carried out, we ak$ume that $ is used 
to mark the left and right ends of these tapes (thus at “initialiratior” $$ is written 
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on each of them),, Moreover, we shall assume that T’ is incapable of either reading 
or writing blanks, but uses pseudoblanks instead. A problem then arises: T’ cannot 
move a right endmarker to gain more workspace, since that would entail scanning 
a blank square. Instead, when T’ needs additional workspace, the simulation of 
the current step of dM2 is abandoned, and the main machine M; moves the endmarker 
by one square before reinitializing T’ and returning to point cy. To “erase the 
worktapes of T' ” then means to replace the symbols between the endmarkers by 
pseudoblanks. The check, immediately after cy, that the worktapes of T’ are empty, 
simply involves scanning the portion of each tape between the endmarkers. This 
operation is not necessary to ensure the correctness of A& but is needed to exclude 
certain backward computations when M1# is symmetrically closed. We intend this 
scan to be implemented as shown in Fig. 3. Here Cl denotes the pseudoblank, an 
arrow labelled by a symbol Cl or $ indicates a transition possible, without head 
movement, when that symbol is in the scanned square, and L or R indicates left 
or right head movement, regardless of the contents of the scanned square (and its 
left or right neighbor). The crucial point is xo observe that the machine is “self- 
inverse”: the reversed machine, in which START and END are interchanged, L 
replaces R and vice versa, and the directions of the arrows are reversed, is identical 
to the machine as illustrated. 
R L 
START 0 - 
L -- $ $ -- R +O END 
0 cl 
Fig. 3. 
It is also crucial that the machir% which increments i will decrement i when run 
in reverse. A machine with th& property is shown in Fig. 4. We use the convention 
of representing binary numbers backwards, with the least significant bit at the left 
end, preceded by a single blank; 0 is denoted by the empty string. The notation 
O/I (for example) labels a transition to be made when the scanned square contains 
a 0 which is to be replaced by a 1 and the head is not to be moved. Similar machines 
are to be used for the operations of incrementing and decrementing h. In the same 
spirit, care must be exercised in the design of the machine to test equality between 
two numbers, If the entry point, the “equal” exit, and the “not equal” exit are 
called s, y, and n respectively, then the important thing is that in the reversed 
machine passage from y to s is possible only if the numbers being compared are 
equal. A machine with these properties is illustrated in Fig. 5; each pair ab signifies 
that a transition is possible with a and 6, respectively, on the two tapes being 
compared. 
Now let & be the set of all configurations of M1 having a. state in #I, the 
worktapes of T’ empty (i.e., of the form $a*$), the input head at the left end of 
the input, the i tape containing 0 (i.e., the empty string), and a single binary number 




at the left end of the h tape. Informally, the cll>n.figurations in ~2 correspond to 
point LY of Fig. 2. Hypothesis (a) of Lemma 1 then follows from the symmetry of 
Ml. To show that (c) is satisfied, we must show that any computation beginning at 
a! with a configuration A in &, penetrating inter the main part of Mz, and then 
backing up to point Q[, must end again with corfiguration A. But this is ensured 
by the fact that M1 does not “forget” which transition it has been Gmulating until 
it again reaches point cy ; by the various backwards computational features of the 
submachines; and by the three checks inserted just after point CY to block certain 
reversed computations. Suppose, for example, that the forwards part of the compu- 
tation reaches all the way to the erasure and “i + 8” blocks of Ml. ‘When the 
direction of computation is reversed, the same configurations need Got be r\etraced: 




















an arbitrary number will be written on the i tape and arbitrary strings (not containing 
blanks) will be written on the worktapes of T. But to pass back through the equality 
check at point y, the number written on the i tape must have been h. Since the 
reversal of the incrementing submachine decrements, if the computation passes in 
the backwards direction around the inner loop some number of times and then 
passes backwards through the i := 0 check, the number of backwards iterations of 
the Inner ioop must in fact have been h. Thus in spite of the fact that there are 
many instances of backwards nondeterminism in Ml, if the computation eventually 
gets back to cy it does so by ending in the configuration with which it began. 
Finally, hypothesis (b) is readily checked since Ml is deterministic except at cy, 
and since if a computation begins at QY with a configuration in &, goes forwards 
without again reaching cy, and then backs up and ends with a configuration 
not in &, the ending point is not at cy, and hence is a configuration with a unique 
successor. 
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A number of other familiar simulation arguments can be carried out for symmetric 
machines. We give just one further example: a “translational theorem” based on 
a padding argument of the type originating in [ 191 and used, for example, in [ 1 l] 
and [2]. In what follows, we mean by a “constructible” function what is called a 
“fully space constructible” function in [lo]: a function S: N + N such that, for some 
deterministic Turing machine M operating in space S, M uses exactly S(lwl) space 
on any input w over its input alphabet. 
Thearear 5. Let S1 and S2 be nondecreasing constructible functions such that 
(a) logn~S~(n)GS~(n)foraZlnEfW; 
(b) for each n E N there is an m E N such that &(m) = Sz(n). 
Ttzen if SSPACE(&) = DSPACE(&), then SSPACE(&) = DSPACE(S& and if 
SSPACE(&) = NSPACE(&), then SSPACE(&) = NSPACE(&). 
Corollary. If SSPACE(log n) = DSPACE(log n), then SSPACE(n) = DSPACE(n); 
and if SSPACE(log n) = NSPACE(log n), then SSPACE(n) = NSPACE(n). 
5. Complete problems 
If Z’ is a class of languages and L E Z*, we say that L is complete fcv 2’ if 
(a) L E 2, and 
(b) for all MEL?‘, M is reducible to L in space log yt. 
In this section we show certain natural problems to be complete for 
SSPACE(log n) and SSPACE(n). To formulate these problems ;as languages over 
an alphabet CO, we need to fix certain encodings of combinatorial objects (graphs, 
for example) as strings in Z,*. We shall outline how graphs can be encoded as 
strings; the details of this and the remaining encodings are left to the reader. Since 
any reasonable encoding of combinatorial objects can be translated into any other 
in space log n, by Theorem 4 our results are insensitive to such details. 
An (undirected) graph G = ( V, E) is a set V = { 1, . . . , p} of nedes, where p E N, 
and a set E of edges-subsets of V of cardinality 2. A graph is represented as a 
string over the five-symbol alphabet Co = (0, 1, { , }, ,) by a list of its r&es followed 
by a list of its edges; nodes are encoded in binary. For examl,lle, if G is ((1,2,3}, 
{{1,2}, {2,3}}), then G would be represented as the string (1, IO, 113, 
((1, lo}, (10, 11)). Note that if G has p nodes and the length of Its s?ring representa- 
tion is n, then p < n G cp* for some constant c, so log p = O(lcg n) and log n = 
wag P)* 
We specify combinatorial problems in the Input-Property f’ornat used in [14j 
and [4]. The first problem of interest is the undirected version of “graph accessibility 
problem” (GAP), shown in [21] and [13] to be complete for NSPACE(log n): 
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UGAP (Undirected Graph Accessibility Problem) [ 141 
InpUr: A graph G = ((1,. . . , p), E) 
Property: There is a path from node 1 to node p in G. 
Theorem 6. UGAP is complete for SSPACE(log n). 
Proof. Tc show that UGAP E SSPACE(log IQ, we first describe a (nonsymmetric) 
Turing machine M that accepts UGAP in space log n, and then apply Lemma 1. 
On an input G, A4 starts by writing 1 and p (in binary) on its two worktapes. From 
then on, it operates in stages. In the beginning of each stage M’s worktapes contain 
p and another node-the current node- while its input head is about to examine 
an edge of G (say, it is scanning the { of the edge). .54 starts the stage by a 
nondeterministic step (its only one per stage). It either (1) skips this edge and goes 
to the next one to the right; or (2) it backtracks to the next edge to the left; or (3) 
it decides to traverse this edge. Traversing an edge entails (1) checking that it 
contains the current nod.e; (2) erasing the current node and replacing it by the 
other nodti in the edge; (3) checking whether the new node is p, and, if so, accepting; 
and (4) otherwise, repositioning the head so that it is about to examine the same 
edge. If the current node is not in the traversed edge, or if M moves to the right 
from the last edge or to the left from the first, or if it discovers any syntactic 
inconsistency in the input, the computation dies. 
It is evident hat 1M accepts UGAP in space log n. Moreover, 1M enjoys properties 
(a.)-(c) of Lemma 1, if ;a; is chosen to be the set of configurations in which the 
worktapes contain p and another (current) node, the input head is poised over the 
brzginning of an edge, and 1M is about to make the nondeterministic hoice just 
described. (The only m:inor subtlety is that in order to ensure condition (c) the 
question “is the current node in this edge?” must be answered by a submachine 
which, like the equality machine of Fig. 5, performs the same test when run in 
reverse.) It follows that IJGAP E SSPACE(log n). 
Furthermore, every language accepted in space log n by a symmetric Turing 
machine is reducible in space log n to UGAP. This follows immediately from the 
argument given in [21] and [13] for nondeterministic machines and GAP, with the 
observation that when the machine is symmetric the graph constructed isundirected. 
Corollary. These problems are complete for SSPACE(log n): 
Nonbipartite graphs 
Input: A graph G, 
Property: G has a cycle of odd length. 
UNSAT - @ 
Input: A set of clauses, each the exclusive-or of two litera&. 
Property : Their conjunction is unsatisfiable. 
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Proof. Each of these problems (and also several others) is shown in [14] to be 
equivalent to UGAP with respect to reducibility in space log n. Th,: corollary then 
follows from Theorems 4 and 6. 
Our next problem, complete for SSPACE(n), may be considered both as a 
symmetric analog of context-sensitive recognition [lo] and as a decidable variant 
of the formal system of Thue [17,18]. A Thue system is a pair T = CC, P), where 
C is a finite alphabet and P is a finite set of unordered pairs from C? For cu, p E C* 
we write ar -TPif,forsomeu, v, ~1, w+Z*,CY =uw~v,~=~~~v,and{w~, wZ}EP; 
-$ is the reflexive, transitive closure of -T. The word problem for Thue systems 
(WPTS) is the following: 
Input: A Thue system T = (2, P); two strings LY, p E Z*. 
Property : cy - $ p. 
This problem is known to be undecidable. 
A Thue system T = (2, P) is balanced if Icu I= 101 whenever {a, p) E ?? 
Theorem 7. The word problem for balanced Thue systems (WPBTS) is colnplefo for 
SSPACE( yt ). 
Proof. That WPBTS E SSPACE(n) follows from a conslruction completely parallcl 
to that of Theorem 5. Completeness follows from a straightforward variant of the 
proof that WPTS is undecidable. 
Indeed, constructions of the type used to prove Theorems 6 and 7 can be 
generalized to show that under very modest assumptions about S the class of 
languages SSPACE(S) always contains a complete problem. 
Theorem 8. Let S: N + N be a constructible monotone nondecreasing function such 
that S(n ) Z= log n for all n E N. Then the following problem is complete for SSPACE(S): 
Input: A symmetric Turing machine M operating in space S and a string w 
over its input alphabet. 
Property : M accepts w. 
6. On the relation of symmetry to deGerminism and nondeterminism 
The most intriguing question raised by the notion of symmetric space-bounded 
computation is its exact position with respect to its deterministic and nondeterminis- 
tic counterparts. Understanding this position could shed light on the most perplexing 
problem of whether or not DSPACE(log n) = NSPACE(log n), and the LBA prob- 
lem as well. Certainly, by Savitch’s results [21], SSPACE(S) c DSPACE(S2), and 
also (by Theorem 1) NSPACE(S)c SSPACE(S2). Any improvement on either 
bound would be valuable evidence about whether symmetry is closer to determinism 
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or to nondeterminism. Unfortunately, we have no conclusive results here, There 
are, however, some interestiflg insights of this sort, which can be gained indirectly, 
by coinsidering symmetric time bounds and symmetric stack automata. 
6.1. Symmetric time bounds 
Let A# be a Turing machine. By l-h (“yields in t steps”) we denote the tth power 
of t-M. Let T:N+N be a function. As usual, we say that 1M accepts a language 
H, c .Z,* in time T if for all w E Zg, w E L iff IA,(w) I-L C for some C E 9(M) and 
WI). It is routine to define the complexity classes DTIME( T), NTIME( T) 
and STIME(T). The symmetric time complexity classes, however, are rather unin- 
teresting in view of the following: 
Theorem 9. Let T: N-, N. Then STIME( T) = PTTIME( T). 
Proof. That STIME( T) s NTIME( T) is trivial. For the other inclusion, consider a 
nondeterministic Turing machine A4 accepting a language L E NTIME( T). Then 
A4 can be simulated in time 2T by a “canoni&’ nondeterministic Turing machine 
A# whi4-3 operates in two stages: a purely nondeterministic stage, in which a string 
of symbols is nondeterministically written on a worktape, followed by a purely 
deterministic stage, in which this string is used as a set of roadsigns for directing 
1M’ deterministically along some nondeterministic computation of A4 In fact, we 
may symmetrically close the nondeterministic part of IM’, and the resulting machine 
still accepts L in time T-this corresponds to allowing 1M’ to backtrack and change 
certain “roadsign” symbols before beginning the second stage. It is quite straightfor- 
ward to see that M can be constructed in such a way that Lemma 1 ;c applicable, 
and hence L is accepted b>’ A? in time 21;S A standard “speed-up” argument then 
reduces the time bouncI frcm 2T to T. 
One may ask whether a different notion of “time” is appropriate for ;ymmetric 
machines and whether suc?~ a variation might change the degeneracy o! STIME to 
NTIME. One option is not available to us: we may not insist that every co,-niputation 
starting from the initial configuration be no longer than the timti bound, since 
symmetric machines have arbitriarily long computations from any configuration 
from which they have a ccJdmputaition of even one step. Even if we insist, however, 
that every computation lacking a “fold” of the form A I-MB t-MA be no longer 
than the time bound, symnetric and nondeterministic time turn out to be the same. 
That symmetric time bounds are inconsequential, however, does not necessarily 
imply the same for sim&anecus space-time bounds. Let S and T be any functions 
from N to N. We say th,st a language L c 2: is accepted by M in time T and space 
S if M operates in space S and, for exh w E X” o, w EL if and only if I&V) t&C 
for some C E 3Q44) and some I’ s T(l WI). If L is so accepted by some ntxitieterminis- 
tic Turing machine, we write & E NST(S, T). The classes DST(S, T) and SST(S, T) 
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are defined similarly. To investigate these clasc3es, we must digress briefly to an 
analysis of Savitch’s famous result. 
In [21], Savitch describes aspace-efficient deterministic simulaton of nondeter- 
ministic Turing machines. The method entails, in essence, a recursive search for a 
computational path of a specified length between two configuration:;; on each call, 
various midpoint configurations are tried and two recursive calls are made to find 
paths, each of half the length, from the beginning to the midpoint and from the 
midpoint to the end. The outermost calls attempt o find a path from the initial 
configuration to a final configuration; the length of the path is bounded by an 
exponential in the space bound, since no configuration eed be repeated along the 
path. The space economy arises from the fact that the maximum depth of recursion 
is logarithmic in the path length, that is, proportional to the space bound. 
When time as well as space is taken into account, the path length from an initial 
configuration is given directly by the time bound, rather than indirectly by the 
space bound. Analysis of Savitch’s construction then immediately ields 
NST(S, T) E u DST(S log T, TCS) 
c>l 
(which implies that NSPACE(S) z DSPACE(S*) when we use the fact that T < d” 
for some d). In fact, this inclusion between NST and DST can be improved by a 
slight modification of Savitch’s argument. The modification is the following: at the 
first level of recursion at which we are searching for a path of length S or less we 
do not recurse any further. Instead, we exhaustively examine all possible computa- 
tions of the given length, in space S and time cs, for some c > 1. As a consequence, 
we have [log Tj - [log S] levels of recursion, and thus we find that 
NST(S, T)cDSPACE(Slog$). 
It turns out that the original construction of Savitch can be implemented on a 
nondeterministic Turing machine to which Lemma 1 applies. Moreover, this 
machine can use its limited nondeterminism to avoid cirecking all “midpoint” 
configurations, imply “guessing” the correct one instead. An iterative nondeter- 
ministic version of Savitch’s algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 6. It uses three worktapes 
as pushdown stores. Worktapes 1 and 2 are stacks of “beginning” and “ending” 
configurations; tape 3 is a stack of the digits 0, 1, and 2, which are used to simulate 
the stacked return addresses of the recursive calls. Without loss of generality, we 
assume that the machine being simulated has only one final configuration for each 
initial configuration. We leave it to the reader to confirm that the algorithm is 
correctly implemented and that the hypothes 3 of Lemma 1 are satisfied. Here the 
set d of special configurations consists of those corresponding to point a! in the 
flowchart, with configuration C partially guessed, and with the three worktape- 
stacks arranged as follows: For some i slog T(n), worktape 3 contains a string 
d&l . . ,&wheredo=Oand&,..., di E {1,2}; worktape 2 contains a sequence of 
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START 5? 
i -[ log T(n)1 
PUSH (1, INITIAL CONFIGURATION) 
PUSH (2, FINAL CONFIGURATION) 
PUSH (3,0) 
CHECK THAT TOP 0’<‘TOP(2) 
l 
PUSH (2 $1 
PUSH ($1) 
I \ 
d--O = 1 \ c ACCEPT PUSH (1, POP (2)) PUSH (3,21 d=2 
1 b 
Fig. 6. 
configurations Co, . . . f Ci, where CO is the initial configuration; and worktape 2 
contains a sequence of configurations Do, . . . , Dk, where Do is the final configu- 
ration. Moreover j = I(2 : dl = 1}1 and k = I(2 : dl = 2}1; and for each I < i, Cl t-* C+ 1 
(in fact, in 2 r’og T(n)4 steps at most). 
We may now apply to this machine the trick used to establish NST(S, T) c 
DSPkCE(S log T/S) in the deterministic ase. That is, we stop the recursion at 
the ilog SJ th level from the last, and we simulate the nondeterministic machine 
for S steps by a symmetric one, as in the proof of Theorem 9. The space thus used 
is again S log T/S. As for the time, let Bi be the time required by simulating machine 
to discover whether the nondeterministic machine accepts within 2’ steps. We have 
B (log SJ = 1% 
B i-r-1 = 2Bi + S ( LlOg SJ G i < [log Tl), 
and therefore 
Br:,,~l c§ * 2 bgT1-~bitSi+l <8T. 
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Hence 
Theorem 10. Let S, T: N + N be constructible functions, and let S(n ,I 3 log n. Then 
NST(S, T) c SST(S log Tf S, T). 
Although we do not know whether Savitch’s deterministic simu.lation of nondeter- 
ministic machines can be made yet more time-efficient, Theorem 10 does suggest 
that sy,mmetry may be somewhat stronger than determinism as a means for simulat- 
ing nondeterminism. Our next result, a direct consequence of the work of [l], 
reveals a direction in which symmetry appears to be more managea.ble than 
nondeterminism. 
We adopt the definitions of random computation gi\-aen i  [7] and [1] thus: A 
probabilistic Turing machine is one whose nondeterminism is limited to at most 
two choices at every step. When two such choices are assigned equal likelihood 
(as the result of a coin-toss, for example), a random Turing machine M will be 
regarded as accepting a language L in time T if, for each input string w, the 
probability of reaching a final configuration in at most T(I w I) steps exceeds 3. If in 
addition M operates in space S, then we say that L E RST(S, 7’). 
Theorem 1. Let S be a constructible function. Then 
SSPACE(S) c u RST(S, c’). 
c>l 
Sketch of poof. Let L E SSPACE(S) be accepted by a symmetric Turing machine 
M = (K, C, Co, k, A, s, F) in space S. We can construct a Turing machine M’ which, 
on input w, performs a random walk [l] on the undirected graph of the “yields” 
relation of MY starting from &(w). It follows from the results of [l] that, if w E: L, 
then M’ will reach an accepting configuration of M in time O(C2 l IAl)-where C 
is the number of configurations of M of size S(w) or less- with probability arbitrarily 
close to 1. The theorem follows. 
In contrast, it seems doubtful that NSPACE(S) c UC,1 RST(S, c’). 
6.2. Stack automata 
In search of evidence relating the computational power of symmetry to that of 
determinism or nondeterminism we may examine a number of computational 
models other than unrestricted Turing machines. For some, such as auxiliary 
pushdown automata, determinism and nondeterminism are equivalent and so the 
three concepts collapse. For others, such as two-way pushdown automata nd linear 
(space) bounded automata, it is an open question whether determinism and non- 
determinism are equivalent; so while some useful insights may be gained by 
considering symmetry, no proper inclusion results may be expected without a 
significant methodological advance. (Here we should include as well the question 
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of a.n exponential ga.p in the number of states in equivalent deterministic and 
nondeterministic tw+way finite automata [2Q, 231.) For some other computational 
models-one-way pushdown automata and nonerasing stack automata [9]- 
nondeterminism Ss known to be more powerful than determinism, but the concept 
of symmetry is inherently inapplicable. 
There remain the ordinary (i.e., erasing) stack automata. These are Turing 
machines with only one worktape, which is a stuck. This means that this tape may 
be updated only at the rightmost square of its nonblank part, or the one to its 
right. In our model a stack automaton can be defined as an off -line Turing machine 
with one work tape, and such that ali transitions (p, tl, t2, q) have a second tape 
triple l2 of the following form: Either 
(a) t2 = (ab, *I, ab), or 
(b) 12 = (a #, +l, ab), or 
(c) t2 = (ab, -1, a:#), 
forsomea,b##. 
Thus a stack automaton can “push” or “pop” the top symbol of the stack, but 
it cannot change it in one step or explore the blanks of its stack-tape. We denote 
by NSTACK the class of languages accepted by stack automata; DSTACK and 
SSTACX are the corresponding deterministic and symmetric lasses. 
Cook showed [3], ‘by extending the techniques of [9], that DSTACK E NSITACK; 
in fact, he established that DSTACK = Uc,1 DTIME(c” log “), whereas NSTACK = 
UC,* DTIME(c”~). Here we modify Cook’s method to establish the following. 
Theorem 12. SSTACK = DSTACI(:. 
Proof. Let 1, be a language accepted by a symmetric stack automaton S = 
(K, 2, CO, 2, A, s, F). Call a configuration of S a surface configuration if the stack 
head is currently scanning the rightmost nonblank square. Assume that the input 
head never leaves the input, and let w be the input, where Iw] = n. Then for every 
u EC* there is a set sU of ]Kln possible surface configurations, for which the stack 
contents are u--one for every state and input head position. Consider the relation 
JZU among these surface configurations defined as follows: If Cl, C2 EL& then 
,!Cl, Cz) E EL4 iff C1 t-g C2 by a computation during which the stack contents are at 
all ti(mes u. Eu is reflexive, transitive, and also symmetric--since S is symmetric. 
‘Thus, Es4 is an equivalence relation. An equivalence class of E,A is said to be accepting 
if C E %‘(S) for some ‘C in the class. 
Following [3] we shall design an O(n log n) space-bounded nondeterministic 
:auxiliary pushdown automaton A simulating S; this would prciire the theorem, since 
.DSTACK is exactly the class of languages accepted by sur:h automata. A will 
simulate S by simulating the sequences of surface configuraGons that may occur 
in computations of S; A accepts the input if S reaches a surface configuration 
belonging to an accepting class. A surface configuration (p, G, i, ii, j) of S is simu- 
lated by a configuration of A with state p, input w, input head position i, worktape 
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contents which are an encoding p (E,) of the equivalence relation Eu, and a pushdown 
store which contains the string ~(Eurl,)$~(E,~l,,c2,)$ . . , $p(E,,tl,...,ti-l,>. We also 
assume here that p indicates the accepting classes of EU. A simulates a computation 
of S from this to the next surface configuration, C, as follows: If S does not modify 
the stack between the current and the next surface configuration (i.e., C E Z”), then 
A simply chooses C among those in the same class as the current one, and changes 
the input head position and state accordingly. If S pops u(i) from the stack (i.e., 
C&Y U(l)...U(i_l)), then A erases its v’ jrktape, and pops P(Eu(l)...u(j-l,) from its 
pushdown store onto its worktape. Finally, if S pushes a nonblank symbol a onto 
its stack (i.e., C E Z’Ua), then A computes on its worktape p(E,,) from p(Eu), and 
pushes $p(E,) onto its pushdown store. It follows that A indeed simulates S. 
What remains to be seen is that p(E,) can be stored-and transformed to 
p(E,,)-in space O(n log n). But this is easy to do. An equivalence relation on a 
set of rtlK1 elements can be represented by listing thz equivalence classes one by 
one, separated by endmarkers, and this requires only O(n log n) bits. Also, for 
Cl, Cz ~%.,a, (Cl, C2) E &a iff there are Ci, Ci ELZ’~~, Cl;, C’s E LZU such that 
C1 l-z C’, and Ci t-z C2 (in both cases with all intermediate configurations in L&), 
C’, ks C:, Ci t-s C$, and (C’;, Cg) E Eu. Therefore p(E,,) can be computed from 
Eu as follows: First compute EL,, which is the reflexive-transitive closlrre of t-s in 
2ZUa. Then repeat the following for each equivalence class %’ of Eu: Merge the 
equivalence classes in El0 of all C E LZUua such that C’ l-s C for some C’E %‘. A 
class of E,, is accepting if there is an element in it which either has a state in F, 
or yields a surface configuration in an accepting class of E,. Thus EUa can be 
computed from Eu in space O(n log n). Initially, Ea is the equivalence relation with 
singleton classes; a surface configuration of Ea is final only if its state is in Fe This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
7. Concluding remarks 
Symmetric computation is a natural idea, closely related to classical symmetric 
formal system and unidirected graph traversal problems. It can be captured synrtacti- 
tally by the concept of a symmetric Turing machine, which is a natural restriction 
on ordinary Turing machines, though sometimes awkward to reason about and to 
progr’am. In computational power, symmetry lies somewhere between determinism 
and nondeterminism, though its exact position seems to vary considerably wi.th the 
criterion used. With respect to time bounds, it is the same as nondeterminism. With 
respect to stack access, it is the same as determinism. With respect to probabilistic 
computation, it seems to be weaker than nondeterminism, and with respect to 
simulitaneous space-time bounds it seems to be stronger than determinism. Its 
power with respect to logarithmic space bounds is the major open question suggested 
by our work: the challenge is to improve Savitch’s simulation results when either 
the simulating machine or the machine being simulated is symmetric. 
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It is interesting to note in closing that another- <also syntactically definable- 
restriction of nondeterminism turns out to be equivalent to symmetry. Call a Turing 
machine M Brlerian if for each configuration C, the number of transitions of M 
applicable to C is equal to the number of transitjions of M-’ applicable to C. 
Symmetric machines are always Eulerian, since M == MB1 if A4 is symmetric. The 
converse fails on the syntactic level, but if M is Eulierian then L,(M) = L(Q) (this 
follows from the fact that strong and weak connectivity coincide for Eulerian 
digraphs). Hence every Eulerian Turing machine ca:n be simulated by a symmetric 
one. To put the point differently, the accessibility problem for Eulerian digraphs 
(EGAP) is also complete for SSPACE(log n). This special position of EGAP with 
respect o logarithmic space was hinted at in [l]. 
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